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PLEASE ANSWER EACH QUESTION IN A DIFFERENT BOOK. PLEASE PUT YOUR NAME ON

EACH BOOK

Question 1 (30 pts) Imagine you observed the following choices over bundles of guns and healthcare at

di�erent prices per unit

Observation Price G Price H Amount G Amount H

1 2 2 6 1

2 1 3 4 2

3 3 1 1 4

1. Which bundles are revealed directly preferred to which other bundles?

Answer Consider the following auxiliary table

Prices for observation Cost of B1 Cost of B2 Cost of B3

1 14 12 10

2 9 10 13

3 19 14 7

Then by the de�nition of revealed directly preferred1, we have that

(a) B1R
DB2

(b) B1R
DB3

(c) B2R
DB1

2. Which bundles are revealed preferred to which other bundles?

Answer By the de�nition of revealed preferred to 2 we have that

(a) B1R
DB2

1De�nition 5 Lecture notes: A commodity bundle xj is revealed directly preferred to a bundle xk [xjRDxk] if pjxk ≤ pjxj

2Again De�nition 5 Lecture notes: A commodity bundle xj is revealed preferred to a bundle xk [xjRxk] if we can �nd a
sequence of bundles x1, . . . , xn such that xjRDx1RD . . . RDxnRDxk
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(b) B1R
DB3

(c) B2R
DB1

(d) From 2c and 2b B2R
DB3

3. Which bundles are revealed strictly preferred to which other bundles (assuming local non-

satiation)?

Answer By the de�nition of strictly revealed preferred, assuming local non satiation3, we have

that all the above are strict.

4. Is this data rationalizable by a non-satiated utility function? If not, why not?

Answer It is not, because it violates GARP. In particular we have that B1SB2 and B2SB1

5. What is the Afriat index for this data set (hint: remember the concept of revealed preferred at

level e de�ned by epixi ≥ pixj)?

Answer The Afriat index is the e�ciency level (max) e such that the resulting revealed prefer-

ence relation is acyclic. From previous part, we know we have a cycle between bundle 1 and 2,

that once broke, the resulting preference relation is consistent with GARP. Then, we need to

�nd the maximal e such that

ep1B1 ≥ p1B2

or

ep2B2 ≥ p2B1

Using the values from the table we get

ep1B1 ≥ p1B2 ⇔ e14 ≥ 12⇔ e ≥ 6

7

or

ep2B2 ≥ p2B1 ⇔ e10 ≥ 9⇔ e ≥ 9

10

So the Afriat Index is e∗ = .9

Question 2 (40 pts) Consider the following model of choice with limited attention

De�nition We say a set of choice data can be explained as choice with consideration sets if there is (i)

a utility function u : X → R and (ii) a consideration set correspondence Γ : 2X/∅ → 2X/∅ such that

Γ(A) ⊆ A and

C(A) = max
x∈Γ(A)

u(x)

3De�nition 7 lecture notes: A commodity bundle xj is revealed strictly preferred to a bundle xk [xjSxk] if pjxk < pjxj
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In other words, for each set A, Γ(A) de�nes the set of alternatives that the decision maker considers. They

then choose the best option from Γ(A) according to u.

For simplicity, let's assume that we are dealing with choice functions (not correspondences) and that there

is no indi�erence

1. Show that a model of choice from consideration sets can explain any choice function

Answer Claim A model of choice from consideration sets explain any choice function.

Proof By assumption we have choice functions then there is an x∗ = C(A) for every A and

every C. Now, we can explain any choice we observe if we �x Γ(A) = {x∗}. In this case

x∗ = argmaxx∈{x∗}u(x) for any function u. �

Note that this theory is not very useful. Moreover is not falsi�able. It can never be violated by any

observed data.

2. Now add the restriction

Γ(A) = Γ(A/x) if x /∈ Γ(A)

(by A/x I mean the set A with x removed). In other words, If you did not consider x in choice set

A, then removing x from the choice set should not a�ect what you consider

Is the following set of choices consistent with this model?

C({x, y, z}) = x

C({x, y}) = y

Claim The choice set above is consistent with the model.

Proof

Γ({x, y, z}) = {x, z} this is consistent with x � z

Γ({x, y}) = {x, y} this is consistent with y � x

Check that this does satis�es the property above.

If x /∈ Γ(A) implies Γ(A) = Γ(A/x) this is equivalent (to the contrapositive) IfΓ(A) 6= Γ(A/x) then

x ∈ Γ(A)
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Check the property:

Γ({x, y, z}/{z}) = {x, y} is not equal to Γ({x, y, z}) = {x, z} then it must be the case that

z ∈ Γ({x, y, z)). Indeed this is the case so we veri�ed it. �

3. Show that, if we observe that C(A) 6= C(A/x) (i.e. removing x from A changes the choice from

A), it must be the case x ∈ Γ(A)

Claim If C(A) 6= C(A/x) then x ∈ Γ(A).

Proof We can use the contrapositive. (p⇒ q ⇐⇒ ¬q ⇒ ¬p)

We have to prove:

If x /∈ Γ(A) then C(A) = C(A/x).

This statement is almost trivial to prove since if x /∈ Γ(A) then Γ(A) = Γ(A/x) (Property *)

By de�nition C(A) = argmaxx∈Γ(A)u(x) and C(A/x) = argmaxx∈Γ(A/x)u(x).

Using the property (*) above. C(A) = C(A/x) since the consideration set is the same for both case.

Then we can conclude (by the contrapositive equivalence) that: If C(A) 6= C(A/x) then x ∈ Γ(A).

�

4. Show that the model implies the following property (hint, let x∗ be the object in the set S with the

highest utility)

For any non-empty set S, there exists x∗ ∈ S, such that, for any set T including x∗

C(T ) = x∗ whenever

(i) C(T ) ∈ S and

(ii) C(T ) 6= C(T/x∗)

Property ** : For any non-empty set S, there exists x∗ ∈ S, such that, for any set T including x∗.

C(T ) = x∗ whenever

(i) C(T ) ∈ S and
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(ii) C(T ) 6= C(T/x∗).

Claim Choice under consideration sets satis�es property **.

Proof Let y = C(T ) by (i) y ∈ S.

By (ii) C(T ) 6= C(T/x∗) implies that x∗ ∈ Γ(T ) by property (*).

Then we know that both y, x∗ ∈ Γ(T ) and furthermore y, x∗ ∈ S. Since u(x∗) > u(z) for all z ∈ S

by de�nition it must be the case that u(y) = u(x∗). By the assumption of no indi�erence this implies

that y = x∗.

Then C(T ) = x∗. �

5. Show that, if x = C(A) and y ∈ A, then it is not necessarily the case that u(x) > u(y), but if

C(A) = x 6= C(A\y), then it must be the case that u(x) > u(y)

Answer First, just let y /∈ Γ(A), then u(y) > u(x) but u(x) > u(z) for all z ∈ Γ(A), such that

x = C(A).

If C(A) = x 6= C(A/y) then y ∈ Γ(A) by (3) and we conclude that u(x) > u(y).

6. (DO THIS PART ONLY IF YOU HAVE COMPLETED THE REST OF THE EXAM) Come up with

a pattern of choices that cannot be explained by this model

Answer Let

C({x, y, a, b}) = x and C({x, a, b}) = a

This means that y ∈ Γ({x, y, a, b}) and it is obvious that x ∈ Γ({x, y, a, b}) since it has to be

considered to be chosen.

C({x, y, z, w}) = y and C({y, z, w}) = w

This says that x ∈ Γ({x, y, z, w}) and also y ∈ Γ({x, y, z, w})

But by the �rst pair of choices we have u(x) > u(y) and by the second pair of choices we have

u(y) > u(x). This is a contradiction. Then we have a data set that cannot be explained by the

model.
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Question 3 (30 pts) Consider the following two player game

Column Player

Row Player In Out

In a, b 0, 0

Out 0, 0 −1,−1

The row player can choose to play either `In' or `Out', as can the column player. The table tells you the

outcome for each player (row player �rst) depending on the strategy of both (so for example, if both

row player and column player play `Out', then both receive -1). a and b represent real numbers.

Consider the level k model we discussed in class. Assume that level 0 players play `In' 50% of the time

and `Out' 50% of the time. Remember that level 1 players best respond to level 0 players and level

2 players best respond to level 1 players.

1. Find values for a and b such a level 1 column player will play `In'

Answer: A level 1 column player assumes that the row player will play out half the time and

in half the time. Playing In will therefore give them 0.5× b+ 0.5× 0 = 0.5b, while playing Out

will give them 0.5× 0 + 0.5×−1 = −0.5. They will therefore de�nitely play In if b > −1, Out

if b < −1, and will be indi�erent between In and Out if b = −1

2. Find values for a and b such a level 1 row player will play `In'

Answer: Using the same logic above, the level 1 row player will play In if a > −1, Out if

a < −1 and will be indi�erent if a = −1

3. Find values for a and b such a level 2 column player will play `In'

Answer: A level 2 column player best responds to a level 1 row player. From the above, we

know that if a > −1 then the the level 1 row player will play IN. In this case, it is best for the

column player to play IN if b > 0. If a < −1 then the row player will play Out, so the best

response of the column player is to play IN. Thus the conditions in which the level two row

player will de�nitely play in are

(a) a < −1

(b) a ≥ −1, b > 0

If b = 0 and a ≥ −1 then it is indeterminate whether the level 2 column player will play In or

Out

4. Find values for a and b such a level 2 row player will play `In'

Answer: Using the same logic as above we have the following cases

(a) b < −1

(b) b ≥ −1, a > 0
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5. Find values for a and b such that a level 2 row player playing against a level 2 column player

will play strategies that also form a Nash Equilibrium

Answer: First let's �gure out the Nash Equilibrium of the game as a function of a and b. If

a ≥ 0 then In is a weakly dominant strategy for the row player. Similarly, if b ≥ 0 then In is a

weakly dominant strategy for the column player. If a < 0 then the row player wants to play In

if the column player plays Out, and Out if the column player plays in. Similarly, if b < 0 then

the column player wants to play In if the row player plays Out, and Out if the row player plays

In. This gives us the following cases:

(a) a > 0 b > 0: {In, In} (i.e. row player plays In, column player plays In) is the only Nash

Equilibrium

(b) a = 0, b = 0: {In, In}, {Out, In}, {In,Out} are all Nash Equilibria

(c) a ≥ 0, b < 0 {In,Out} is the only Nash Equilibrium

(d) a < 0, b ≥ 0 {Out, In} is the only Nash Equilibrium

(e) a < 0, b < 0 {Out, In} and {In,Out} are both Nash Equilibrium

We are looking for values for which a level 2 row player and a level 2 column player playing

against each other will constitute a Nash equilibrium. From the answers to 3 and 4 (for simplicity

we will ignore the cases where a and b are equal to 0 or minus 1)

(a) if a > 0 and b > 0 {In, In}: Nash Equilibrium

(b) if a > 0 and b < 0 {In,Out}: Nash Equilibrium

(c) if a < 0 and b > 0 {Out, In}: Nash Equilibrium

(d) if a ∈ (−1, 0) and b ∈ (−1, 0): {Out,Out}: NOT a Nash Equilibrium

(e) if a < −1 and b ∈ (−1, 0): {Out, In}: Nash Equilibrium

(f) if a ∈ (−1, 0) and b < −1: {In,Out}: Nash Equilibrium

(g) if a < −1 and b < −1: {In, In}: Not a Nash Equilibrium

6. Find values for a and b such that a level 2 row player playing against a level 1 column player

will play strategies that also form a Nash Equilibrium

Answer: Using the anwers from 1 and 4 we see that the following cases

(a) if a > 0 and b > 0 {In, In}: Nash Equilibrium

(b) if a > 0, and b ∈ (−1, 0): {In, In}: Not a Nash Equilibrium

(c) if a > 0, and b < −1: {In,Out}: Nash Equilibrium

(d) if a < 0, and b > −1: {Out, In}: Nash Equilibrium

(e) if a < 0, and b < −1: {In,Out}: Nash Equilibrium


